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The new version of the wallet will also include undersea switching, which allows BTC to pass
from the Bitcoin blockchain to the payment channel network LN. For this novelty, Electrum
is based on Boltz technology. Electrum will charge a commission for this service.
It's not hard to run your own Electrum server and point your wallet to just use it. This
restores Electrum to the point where it has the same privacy and security attributes as the
full node, where no one else can see the address or transaction that the wallet is interested
in. Electrum then becomes an all-node wallet.
Electrum also integrates Lightning with hardware support. Because hardware wallets store
bitcoins offline within the reach of hackers, they are considered one of the best ways to
protect them.
Electrum 0.18.8 is available for details at github.
Users of Bitcoin wallet Electrum are currently facing a phishing attack, according to the Devi
Security Lab. Hackers broadcast messages to electrum clients through a malicious server,
prompting the user to update to v4.0.0, and if the user follows the prompt to install the
backdoor-carrying client, the private key is stolen and all digital assets are stolen. At the
time of writing, at least 1,450 BTCs worth approximately $11.6 million had been stolen from
phishing attacks that forged Electrum upgrade alerts. Devi Security Labs hereby suggests
that versions of Electrum below 3.3.4 are vulnerable to such phishing attacks, and users
using Electrum Wallet are requested to update to the latest version of Electrum3.3.8 via the
official website (electrum.org), which has not yet been officially released v4.0.0, and do not
use the link in the prompt message to avoid asset losses.
The Healthy Security Lab is concerned that Nearly 250 bitcoins have been stolen in a recent
hacking attack on an Electrum wallet. This attack, confirmed by Electrum, involves creating a
fake version of the wallet to trick users into providing password information. Electrum
responded on Twitter that "this is an ongoing phishing attack on Electrum users and advised
users to download wallet apps from the official website" and that The Healthy Security Lab
advised users not to install an unknown source of Electrum wallets to avoid being tricked.
Electrum wallets have been hacked in recent days and nearly 250 bitcoins have been stolen,
according to blockchain security team Devi Security Labs. This attack, confirmed by
Electrum, involves creating a fake version of the wallet to trick users into providing
password information. Electrum responded on Twitter that "this is an ongoing phishing
attack on Electrum users and advised users to download wallet apps from the official
website." Mars Finance reminds users not to install electrum wallets from unknown sources.
Qtum Electrum Tutorial Qtum Electrum Light Wallet.
Send the coin to another wallet for long-term bitcoin storage. There should be a full node
behind the wallet, such as the Electrum node pointing to your own Electrum server.
server to communicate. At this point, a limited number of electrum server nodes are mixed
with the hacker's malicous nodes.
Hackers have launched a denial-of-service (DoS) attack on a well-known wallet Electrum
server, according to Johnwick.io. Hackers used a botnet of more than 140,000 computers to
attack Electrum's nodes and simultaneously deployed malicious nodes. When the user
connects to these malicious nodes and sends transactions using the older version of
Electrum.
The discoverdomain function can be run by sending backdoor commands or automatically.
Discoverdomain first enumerations the electrum Bitcoin wallet server using a public list, and
then tries to query history with a hard-coded hash.
The Small Zero Coin item has a

n official wallet with a graphical interface, which is the best choice because it has built-in coin and fee
features. There's also a lightweight Electrum wallet.
The Electrum team has also been developing other features. Electrum Wallet users can view the full
release notes here.
Users of Bitcoin wallet Electrum are facing a phishing attack, according to the Dev Security Lab.
Hackers broadcast messages to the Electrum client through a malicious server, prompting the user to
update to v4.0.0, and if the user follows the prompt to install this "backdoor-carrying client", the
private key is stolen and all digital assets are stolen. At the time of writing, at least 1,450 BTCs (stolen
by one user, antimalware firm Malwarebytes and Electrum) had been stolen in phishing attacks that
faked Thelectrum upgrade tips, with a total value of about $11.6 million. It is worth mentioning that
less than version 3.3.4 of Electrum is vulnerable to such phishing attacks, users using electrum wallets
are requested to update to the latest version of Electrum 3.3.8 via the official website (electrum.org),
which has not yet been officially released v4.0.0, please do not use the link in the prompt message to
update to avoid loss of assets.
Index servers are mostly difficult to install and run in production environments, such as Insight
servers that need to reset APIs for certain types of data, followed by WebSockets and socket.io. In
addition, the Stratum API used by the Electrum server is too cumbersome and cumbersome.
Qtum Electrum Light Wallet fixes a number of stability vulnerabilities, see github for details.
According to the Dimensionality Reduction Security Lab, users of Bitcoin wallet Electrum are currently
facing phishing attacks. The hacker broadcasts a message to the Electrum client through the malicious
server, prompting the user to update to v4.0.0. If the user installs this "backdoor client" as prompted,
the private key will be stolen, and all digital assets
According to slow fog zone news, Electrum fake upgrade tips of the phishing attack has stolen at
least 200 BTC, this attack by upgrading Electrum alone can not be avoided, the need for the entire
ecological service to make corresponding changes (because Electrum this client is not a full node, and
then on the transaction broadcast and the corresponding service side of the message communication,
attackers can also deploy malicious server). Slow fog zones remind users that phishing attacks like
Electrum require long-term vigilance. The slow fog zone has previously issued an alert for selectrum
phishing updates, and hackers who attacked Electrum wallets used Electrum's software to unusually
construct malicious software update prompts to induce users to update and download malware
usage.
In December 2018, for the first time, we discovered and alerted an attacker to a messaging flaw that
exploited the Electrum Wallet client to force an "update prompt" to pop up when a user transfers
money, inducing the user to update the download malware and then carry out a currency theft attack.
This "update tip" is not an official act of Electrum, but a phishing attack by an attacker that exploits a
message flaw on the Electrum client and the ElectrumX server, which requires the attacker to deploy
the malicious ElectrumX server in advance, and the malicious server is localized by the user's Electrum
client (because the Electrum client is a light wallet and the user needs the ElectrumX server to
broadcast the transaction). At the time of the madness, malicious ElectrumX servers accounted for as
many as 71% of the total, and the show doesn't fully count that hundreds of bitcoins have been
stolen in this phishing attack over the past year or so. Although in early

2019 Electrum officials said they would adopt some security mechanisms to prevent this kind of "update
fishing", such as: 1. Patch Electrum client does not display rich text, does not allow arbitrary messages, only strict
messages; Patch ElectrumX server implementation detects Sybil Attack (i.e. witch attacks, malicious servers that
send phishing messages) and no longer broadcasts them to clients; Implement blacklisting logic to alert
malicious servers outside the Electrum client view; Promote social networking sites, websites, and all forms of
communication that exist with users, who should always run the latest version and always only install from
official sources (electrum.org), access through security protocols (https), and verify GPG signatures in advance.
However, many users of Electrum are still in the older version (less than 3.3.4), and the older version is still under
threat. However, we do not rule out a similar threat to the new version. Recently, slow fog technology
anti-money laundering (AML) system through continuous tracking found that one of the attackers wallet address
bc1qcygs9dl4pqw6atc4yqurzd76p3r9cp6xp2kny has stolen more than 30 BTC, the crime lasted six months, and
recently is still active. We would like to remind Electrum users that the new version of Electrum in this Update Tip
is likely to be false and that if installed, transfer Bitcoin out in another security environment in a timely manner.
At the same time, we call on the vast number of cryptocurrencies exchanges, wallets and other platforms of the
AML wind control system black and monitor such as the above Bitcoin address. Finally, identify electrum's
official web address.
While advanced settings may discourage users of some personal servers, Esplora is the best choice for users who
want to set up both a personal Electrum server and a personal block browser. By bundling the two together,
Esplora can save users a lot of time setting up servers and blockchain browsers, respectively.
Electrum - Lightweight Bitcoin client.
rpc-endpoint this parameter sets the address and settings of our local API server to provide data to clients, and
the default setting is 127.0.0.1:8090.
$dir - "$homedir/.electrum/wallets"
In May, IBM X-Force Incident Response Intelligence Services (IRIS) researchers discovered an online server for the
Iranian hacking group APT 35 (Hollywood Kitten, Ptlous, or ITG18), a virtual private cloud server that was
exposed to the Internet due to misconfiguration of security settings. There are multiple APT 35 domain names
on the server that hold more than 40GB of data.
Hackers have launched a denial-of-service (DoS) attack on a well-known wallet Electrum server, according to
Johnwick.io. Hackers used a botnet of more than 140,000 computers to attack Electrum's nodes and
simultaneously deployed malicious nodes. When a user connects to these malicious nodes and sends a
transaction using an older version of Electrum, the user is prompted to update the Backdoor Client. If the user
installs the client as prompted, the private key is stolen and all digital assets are lost. Millions of dollars of digital
currency have been stolen, according to Electrum officials. Devi Security Labs recommends that users of Electrum
Wallet update to the latest version of the client via the official website and never use the link in the prompt
message.
Electrum is free software used by many cryptocurrencies websites, including merchants and exchanges, to store
bitcoins. Anyone can run an Electrum server, and the software supports hardware wallets such as Trezor, Ledger,
and Keepkey. Enhanced features include multi-signal and the ability to sign transactions using cold storage
devices that are not connected to the network.

Current fees and charges payable by each Fund and as applicable to the Class A Shares, Class AX
Shares, Class B Shares, Class C Shares, Class I Shares, Class N Shares, Class W Shares, Class X
Shares and Class Z Shares
Franklin European Growth Fund

1.25%

Franklin European Small-Mid Cap Growth
Fund

1.25%

Franklin Global Government Bond Fund

1.00%

Franklin Global Growth Fund

1.25%

Franklin Global Listed Infrastructure Fund

1.25%

Franklin Global Real Estate Fund

1.25%

Franklin Global Small-Mid Cap Growth
Fund

1.25%

Franklin Gold and Precious Metals Fund

1.25%

Franklin High Yield Fund

1.00%

Franklin Income Fund

1.00%

Franklin India Fund

1.25%

Franklin MENA Fund

1.00%

Franklin Multi-Asset Income Fund
(structured as a multi-manager fund)

1.00%

Franklin Mutual Beacon Fund

1.25%

Franklin Mutual Euroland Fund

1.25%

Franklin Mutual European Fund

1.25%

Franklin Mutual Global Discovery Fund

1.25%

Franklin Natural Resources Fund

1.25%

Franklin Technology Fund

1.25%

Franklin Templeton Global Allocation Fund

1.25%

(structured as a multi-manager fund)
Franklin Templeton Global Fundamental
Strategies Fund

1.25%

Franklin U.S. Dollar Liquid Reserve Fund

1.00%
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Fees Disclosures
Please refer to Appendix E for a full description of the fees.

FRANKLIN MUTUAL BEACON FUND
Asset Class
Equity Fund
Base Currency
US dollar (USD)
Investment Objectives
The Fund’s primary investment objective is capital appreciation. A secondary objective is income.
Investment Policy
The Fund pursues its objectives principally through investments in common stock, preferred stock, and debt
securities convertible or expected to be convertible into common or preferred stock. No more than 20% of the
Fund’s net assets will generally be invested in securities of non-US issuers. The opinions of the Investment
Manager are based upon analysis and research, taking into account, among other factors, the relationship of
book value (after taking into account accounting differences among countries) to market value, cash flow,
multiple of earnings of comparable securities, creditworthiness of issuers, as well as the value of collateral
securing a debt obligation, with the objective of purchasing equity and debt securities at below their intrinsic
value.
The Fund may also seek to invest in the securities of companies involved in mergers, consolidations,
liquidations and reorganisations or as to which there exist tender or exchange offers, and may participate in such
transactions. To a lesser extent, the Fund may also purchase debt securities, both secured and unsecured, of
companies involved in reorganisation or financial restructuring, including low-rated and non-investment grade
securities.
The Investment Manager may take a temporary defensive cash position when it believes the securities trading
markets or the economies of countries where the Fund invests are experiencing excessive volatility or prolonged
general decline or other adverse conditions.
The Fund may invest in financial derivative instruments, which may include, but are not limited to, futures,
options, contracts for difference, forward contracts on financial instruments and options on such contracts,
swaps such as credit default swaps, synthetic equity swaps or total return swaps. The Fund may, through the use
of financial derivative instruments, hold covered short positions provided that the long positions held by the
Fund are sufficiently liquid to cover, at any time, its obligations resulting from its short positions.
Investor Profile
Considering the investment objectives, as stated above, the Fund may appeal to Investors looking to:
•
•

capital appreciation and to a lesser extent income by investing in undervalued companies based
primarily in the US
invest for the medium to long term

Risk Considerations
The risks listed below are the main risks of the Fund. Investors should be aware that other risks may also be
relevant to this Fund from time to time. Please refer to the Section "Risk Considerations" for a full description of
these risks.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Class Hedging risk
Convertible Securities risk
Counterparty risk
Credit risk
Defaulted Debt Securities risk
Derivative risk
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Templeton Asian Bond Fund
Templeton Asian Dividend Fund
Templeton Asian Growth Fund
Templeton Asian Smaller Companies Fund
Templeton BRIC Fund
Templeton China Fund
Templeton Eastern Europe Fund
Templeton Emerging Markets Fund
Templeton Emerging Markets Balanced Fund
Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund
Templeton Emerging Markets Smaller Companies Fund
Templeton Euro Government Bond Fund
Templeton Euro High Yield Fund
Templeton Euro Liquid Reserve Fund
Templeton Euro Short-Term Money Market Fund
Templeton Euroland Fund
Templeton European Fund
Templeton European Corporate Bond Fund
Templeton European Total Return Fund
Templeton Frontier Markets Fund
Templeton Global Fund
Templeton Global (Euro) Fund
Templeton Global Aggregate Bond Fund
Templeton Global Aggregate Investment Grade Bond Fund
Templeton Global Balanced Fund
Templeton Global Bond Fund
Templeton Global Bond (Euro) Fund
Templeton Global Equity Income Fund
Templeton Global High Income Bond Fund
Templeton Global High Yield Fund
Templeton Global Income Fund
Templeton Global Smaller Companies Fund
Templeton Global Total Return Fund
Templeton Growth (Euro) Fund
Templeton Korea Fund
Templeton Latin America Fund
Templeton Thailand Fund

up to 0.30%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.20%
up to 0.40%
up to 0.10%
up to 0.10%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.30%
up to 0.30%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.30%
up to 0.30%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.30%
up to 0.30%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.40%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.30%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%

up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%
up to 0.50%

up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%
up to 0.75%

1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%
1.08%

1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
0.75%
1.00%
1.00%
0.50%
1.25%
1.25%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.25%
1.25%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.25%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%
1.25%
1.00%
1.25%
1.00%
1.00%
1.00%

* Maintenance charge per annum applied to the average Net Asset Value of the Share Class.
** Maintenance charge per annum applicable to the average Net Asset Value of Class C Shares from the second
and subsequent years of investment.
4.

SERVICING CHARGES

Class B Shares
A servicing charge of 1.06% per annum is applicable to the average Net Asset Value of Class B Shares.
Class C Shares
A servicing charge of 1.08% per annum is applicable to the average Net Asset Value of Class C Shares during
the first year of investment.
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•
•

capital appreciation by investing in a diversified portfolio of US equity securities of large capitalisation
companies
invest for the medium to long term

Risk Considerations
The risks listed below are the main risks of the Fund. Investors should be aware that other risks may also be
relevant to this Fund from time to time. Please refer to the Section "Risk Considerations" for a full description of
these risks.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Class Hedging risk
Convertible Securities risk
Counterparty risk
Equity risk
Liquidity risk
Market risk
Single Country risk
Swap Agreements risk

Global Exposure
The Commitment Approach is used to calculate the Global Exposure of the Fund.
Investment Manager(s)
Franklin Advisers, Inc.
Fees Disclosures
Please refer to Appendix E for a full description of the fees.

FRANKLIN U.S. GOVERNMENT FUND
Asset Class
Fixed Income Fund
Base Currency
US dollar (USD)
Investment Objectives
The Fund’s investment objective is income and safety of principal.
Investment Policy
The Fund seeks to achieve its objective primarily through a policy of investing in debt obligations issued or
guaranteed by the US government and its agencies, including purchasing mortgage- and asset-backed securities.
Investor Profile
Considering the investment objectives, as stated above, the Fund may appeal to Investors looking to:
•
•

a degree of safety of initial investment as well as income by investing in debt securities of the US
government and its agencies
invest for the medium to long term

Risk Considerations
The risks listed below are the main risks of the Fund. Investors should be aware that other risks may also be
relevant to this Fund from time to time. Please refer to the Section "Risk Considerations" for a full description of
these risks.
•
•
•
•

Class Hedging risk
Counterparty risk
Credit risk (US government guaranteed)
Interest Rate Securities risk
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Custom FTIF - Templeton
Balanced Fund Index

Emerging

Markets

FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Balanced Fund
Custom FTIF - Templeton
Balanced Fund Index

Emerging

Emerging

Emerging

Custom FTIF - Templeton
Balanced Fund Index

Emerging

Emerging

Custom FTIF - Templeton
Balanced Fund Index

Emerging

I(Ydis) EUR-H1

Z(acc) USD

X(acc) USD

W(Qdis) GBP

A (QDis) USD

-4.2%

-11.0%

1.5%

9.0%

9.2%

0.6%

-4.1%

N/A

N/A

N/A

-4.3%

-11.0%

1.5%

9.0%

9.2%

0.6%

-4.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

-4.2%

-6.4%

1.2%

8.1%

10.9%

0.1%

-2.6%

N/A

N/A

N/A

-2.8%

-1.4%

3.0%

9.3%

11.4%

0.1%

-4.0%

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.5%

-1.7%

2.0%

11.4%

11.7%

0.3%

7/5/1991

-3.8%

2.5%

9.0%

8.5%

9.6%
11.2%
8.5%

7/1/1999

-4.3%

5.3%

9.9%

8.7%

10.4%

N (Acc) USD

5/14/2001

0.8%

3.7%

9.6%

8.5%

9.5%

5/14/2001

-4.3%

5.3%

9.9%

8.7%

9.6%

C (Acc) USD

A (QDis) EUR

I (Acc) USD

9/9/2002

-0.3%

3.6%

9.5%

8.4%

9.3%

9/9/2002

-4.3%

5.3%

9.9%

8.7%

10.5%

9/9/2002

-8.6%

2.8%

9.9%

6.9%

6.3%

9/9/2002

-9.1%

5.6%

10.8%

7.1%

7.3%

8/31/2004

2.2%

5.2%

11.2%

N/A

10.0%

8/31/2004

-4.3%

5.3%

9.9%

8.7%

8.5%

I (QDis) USD

9/1/2006

2.2%

5.2%

11.2%

N/A

9.4%

9/1/2006

-4.3%

5.3%

9.9%

8.7%

7.7%

A (MDis) USD

8/14/2009

-3.8%

2.5%

N/A

N/A

7.3%

8/14/2009

-4.3%

5.3%

9.9%

8.7%

9.1%

B (MDis) USD

A (QDis) GBP

A (Acc) USD

Z (Acc) USD

A (Acc) CHF-H1

A (YDis) EURH1

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

0.6%

N/A

7.6%

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

9.8%

N/A

8.7%

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

10.1%

N/A

8.7%

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

3.2%

-4.0%

9.9%

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

-6.3%

2.6%

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

0.0%

5.3%

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

0.1%

N/A

-3.0%

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

11.4%

N/A

-4.3%

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

9.3%

N/A

7/1/1999

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

3.0%

-8.2%

7/5/1991

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

-1.4%

B (QDis) USD

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

5/31/2012
5/31/2012

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

4/29/2011
12/31/1995

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

4/29/2011
12/31/1995

Markets

FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Bond Fund

4/29/2011
12/31/1995

Markets

FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Balanced Fund

4/29/2011
12/31/1995

Markets

FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Balanced Fund
Custom FTIF - Templeton
Balanced Fund Index

I(acc) EUR-H1

Markets

FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Balanced Fund

4/29/2011
12/31/1995

Markets

FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Balanced Fund
Custom FTIF - Templeton
Balanced Fund Index

I(acc) EUR

Markets

FTIF - Templeton Emerging Markets Balanced Fund
Custom FTIF - Templeton
Balanced Fund Index

12/31/1995

I (Acc) EUR-H1

Custom JPM EMBI / JPM EMBI Global Index
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8/14/2009

-3.0%

2.6%

N/A

N/A

7.3%

8/14/2009

-4.3%

5.3%

9.9%

8.7%

9.1%

1/29/2010

-4.0%

1.5%

N/A

N/A

4.9%

1/29/2010

-4.6%

4.3%

12.0%

9.0%

7.7%

1/29/2010

-3.8%

2.5%

N/A

N/A

5.2%

1/29/2010

-4.3%

5.3%

9.9%

8.7%

8.1%

2/26/2010

1.8%

4.8%

N/A

N/A

6.9%

2/26/2010

-4.3%

5.3%

9.9%

8.7%

7.8%

2/26/2010

-4.4%

1.5%

N/A

N/A

3.6%

2/26/2010

-8.0%

2.4%

5.3%

4.7%

2.8%

3/31/2010

-4.3%

2.1%

N/A

N/A

3.2%

3/31/2010

-9.1%

5.6%

10.8%

7.1%

7.3%

3/31/2010

1.7%

4.8%

N/A

N/A

5.7%

3/31/2010

-9.1%

5.6%

10.8%

7.1%

7.3%

4) decline to accept the vote of any Prohibited Person at any meeting of shareholders of the Company.
Listing of Shares
Certain eligible Share Classes are or will be listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange. The Board of Directors
may decide to make an application to list the Shares of any Class on any other recognised stock exchange.
Form and Currency of Shares
All Shares are issued in registered form. Fractional registered shares will be rounded to three (3) decimal places.
Any deal order with a stated Share amount with more than three (3) decimal places will be rounded to three (3)
decimal places, using conventional rounding to the nearest thousandths place.
The Board of Directors has resolved that no additional Shares in physical bearer form will be issued. The
provisions set forth in this Prospectus in relation to Physical Bearer Shares are applicable as long as Physical
Bearer Shares are in issue.
The Company may offer within a Fund several Alternative Currency Share Classes as described in Section
"Share Classes".
Dealing Cut-Off Times
Dealing Cut-Off Times are detailed in Appendix A. The Board of Directors may permit, if it deems it
appropriate, different Dealing Cut-Off Times to be agreed with local distributors or for distribution in
jurisdictions where the different time zone so justifies. In such circumstances, the applicable Dealing Cut-Off
Time applied must always precede the time when the applicable Net Asset Value is calculated and published.
Such different Dealing Cut-Off Times shall be disclosed in the local supplement to this Prospectus, the
agreements in place with the local distributors, or other marketing material used in the jurisdictions concerned.
Calculation of Share Prices/Net Asset Value
The prices at which Shares of the relevant Classes can be purchased, sold or switched in each Share Class are
calculated on each Valuation Day by reference to the Net Asset Value per Share of the Class concerned and are
available on the following Business Day.
Some jurisdictions do not permit Investor transactions to be accepted during local holidays. Details of these
arrangements are contained in the locally approved version of this Prospectus.
Details of the calculation of the Net Asset Value are provided in Appendix D. Instructions received in writing by
the Company in Luxembourg or by a duly authorised distributor, prior to the applicable Dealing Cut-Off Time
on any Dealing Day, will be dealt with at the relevant Net Asset Value per Share determined for that Valuation
Day.
All deal instructions shall be dealt with on an unknown Net Asset Value basis before the determination of the
Net Asset Value per Share for that Valuation Day.
Suspension of dealing and Share Prices/Net Asset Value
The calculation of the Net Asset Value (and consequently purchases, sales and switches) of any Share of any
Fund may be suspended by the Company pursuant to the power reserved to it by its Articles and as described in
Appendix D. Instructions made or pending during such suspension may be withdrawn by notice in writing
received by the Company prior to the end of such suspension. Unless withdrawn, instructions will be considered
as if received on the first Valuation Day following the end of the suspension.
Fund Liquidations and Fund Mergers
If the net assets of any Fund is at any time below USD 20 million, or the equivalent thereof in the currency of
the relevant Fund, the Board of Directors may decide to liquidate such Fund and redeem all outstanding Shares
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